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DESCRIPTION OF TERMS

Circuit: A system of conductors and other electricajl components in which
current flows.

Corrosion: The interaction of a material with its e$vironment resulting in
deterioration or destruction of the mateIriale

Current: The flow of electrical charge in a circuit,. Units are, amperes or
ampSe

Current densit : Current er it r a . ar , op un a e  x.,e , ea thr ugh which tNe current
flows!.

Electrode: A component of a circuit, usually metal, which is immersed in the
electrolyte.

Electrolysis: A catch-all term incorrectly used to d scribe all forms of marine
corrosion. It is the reduction and ogidation of an ionic elecrro-
lyte caused by an electric current paIIsing through it.

Galvanic action: The corrosion which occurs when t+ dissimilar metals are
electrically connected and immerseIi in an electrolyte.

Galvanic series for seawater' A list of metals and alloys arranged according
to their relative cortrosion potentials in a
seawater medium.

Ground: Electrical connection to the earth.  Somettbnes used to refer to a
connection to a common conduction framework~ such as an automobile
frame or appliance chassis!.

Hull otential: Potential of hull  metals! with respect to a standard reference
electrode.

Hvdroxrl;  Hydroxide! ion DH
Im ressed current device: A device, usually electrogically controlled, which

takes a portion of a boat~s power supply and applies
it to the hull in such a gay that the hull is negative
and therefore protected.

Ton: An ato~ic or molecular species which has eitheg an excess of deficit of
electrons, rendering it charged.

Load: A circuit component which draws current from p voltage source.
Ohm' .The unit of resistance to flow of electrical charge.
Noble ~etals: Those generally less prone to corrosiPn are said to be more noble

than others  also more cathodic!.
Ohm's Law: V I R, I ~ R, or R - , where V is thg voltage, is the current

im amperes  or amps!, akd R is the resis$ance in ohms  ~ !.
A voltage of one volt placed across a repistance of one ohm will
cause a current of one ampere to flow.

Oxidation: Loss of electrons.

Oxide: A chemical compound consisting of positive its  usually metal ions!
bonded to negative oxygen fons.

~polarit : The identification of the positive and negative terminals.
Po rential:  See Voltage! .
Reduction: Gain of electrons.
Resistance: The opposition to current flow by a cirpuit component when voltage

is applied.
Shaft brush: A device used to provide good electric/i contact with a rotating

propeller.



Silver-silver chloride electrode A - CL!: A commonly used ref erence electrode
for measurement of potentials in an aqueous solution~
Stra current corrosion: Corrosion caused by unintegtionally impressing a

voltage, either A.C. or D.d., between immersed metal
components

Volt: The unit of electrical potential or voltage  given the symbol V!.
~Vo ~i>  also Potential!: A measure of the driving Iforce for flow of current.

Of ten compared to hydraulIic pressure.



SCOPE OF TEXT

This booklet has been prepared to enable Laypersons unfamiliar with corrosion
engineering principles to understand the basic mec~isms by which various
corrosion reactions are formed. Methods of detecting corrosion problems and
methods to minimize or eliminate them have been presented. Various tables,
graphs, diagrams, and photographs have been included to illustrate the written
text.

Every effort has been made to present this complex subject to the reader in a
clear, fundamental, and easily understandable style. No attempt is made to
dazzle the reader vith a cumbersome or difficul,t vocajbulary. However, there
may be terms presented that are new or not clear in geaning. The ma!ority of
these terms will be explained in the Description of Terms" section.

J
The text has been prepared in a way that vill allow tIhe reader to understand
and follow the methods by which different corrosion processes are created
and progress. It is important to understand the basic causes and mechanisms
of the corrosion reactions in order to gain:

1. the ability to Locate the causa of existing corrcwsion problems and to
effect a proper solution; and

2. the knowledge to construct/fabricate materials t+t will be exposed to a
marine environment and vill offer the least corroision problems possible.

The topics on corrosion discussed in this text are valid for both freshwater
and saltwater environments. However, because corrosijon problems are more
severe in salt water, this text will direct most of its discussion to that
type of corrosion.

The purpose of this booklet is to impart the basic concepts of corrosion pro-
cesses to people who are engaged in activities in a mIarine environment. Armed.
vith this knowledge, their ability to combat the dest~ctive force of corrosion
will be much more cost-effective.

I. 3ASIC ELECTRI CITY

A. Ohm's Law as Concerned Viith Corrosion

Electrical potential, or voLtage, is the driving force necessary for the flow
of electricity in an electrical circuit. This flow og eLectricity resulting
from the presence of a voltage difference betveen two. points in a circuit is
called current and is proportional to the voltage difference between the tvo
points. Direct current circuits  D.C.! are those in Ivhich the current flows in
one direction only, depending on the polarity of the voltage source.
ALternating current  A.C.! of 60Hz has a polarity reverse every L/120th of a
second. Both D.C. and A.C. circuits can create corropion problems on board
small and large vessels.

1'n sMple circuits, current, resistance, and voltage are related by the rela-
tionship V IR  Ohm's Law!, where V is the potential in volts, I is the current
in amperes, and R is the resistance in ohms. These units are defined such



that 1 ampere is the current that flows through a 1-ohm resistor which has a
potential of 1 vol» impressed across it. Voltage dealt with in corrosion
work is usually expressed in millivolts  mV!, 1,000 W 1 volt, Qhm's Law
is generally valid for all of a boat's electrical circuits  A.C. or D.C,! which
affect corrosion phenomena �!. Resistances are often termed "loads," since
they draw po~er from the energy  or voltage! source. The equivalent resistance
of a combination of resistors depends on whether they are in series or in
parallel  see Figure l!.

The conventional analogy between a simple electrical circuit and a water system
may allo~ better understanding of the variables used in Ohm's Law. Just as a
water tank creates the driving force  pressure! for water circulation, a
battery creates the driving force  voltage! for the circulation of electricity.

Equivalent res is tanceFigure

Pipes distribute water, while wires distr'bute electricity. Gallons per
minute is the general term to denote the flow rate of water, while amperes
is the term for the flow rate  current! of electricity. Resistance to water
flow, measured in pressure loss, results from pipe, friction and energy losses
in elbows, valves. etc. Resistance of electricity, measured in ohms, results
from energy losses in wires, terminal strips, s~itches, etc. Electrical equip-
ment forms the load in the circuit, while faucets, heads, etc.. act as broads
in water systems.



st small boat electrical systems are Direct Current ranging Prom 12 to 32
volts. When electrical equipment is installed in a Lbw voltage system, care
must be taken not to introduce significant resistance in the circuit  bv use
of improper wire size of wiring technique!. Letting 4ircuit resistance rise
in a l2-volt system dri~ing a bilge pump that draws 4 amperes of current
causes a change of voltage at the motor which may both damage the motor and
induce severe corrosion problems. Small wire diameteg and/or long wire Length
restricts current flow and increases circuit resistanhe  This will be further
discussed in Sectian J of Chapter XZZ!. If circuit resistance becomes
significant, the result appears as a voltage drop. Therefaze, it is very
important, for safety and corrosion reasons, ta employ wire sizes adequate
ta carry the maximum current load, when all equipment is operating, without
causing a noticeable voltage drop.

S. Flow Theo: Electron Flow Vs. Current Flaw

To fully grasp the various mechanisms by which corrosion is initiated anc. pro-
pagated, it is very important to understand the following simple statements.
Current flow within a circuit is frow the positive  e! ternioal to the negative
 -! terninal. !fowever, electron flow within a circui~~t is frow the negative  -!
terminal ta the positive  +! terminal. The exp3.anatipns of corrosion phenomena
in this text will use only the electzon flow canventipn. Remember, current flow
is always opposite to electron flaw.'
ZI. 3ASIC CORROSION THEORY

A. Whv Metals Corrode

.fetals are farmed from compounds found in the earth's crust which are zela-
t-'vely stable  do not react with surroundings!. Throughout the various
ref ining processes in which the metal atoms are ozienltated in a structured
pattern, much energy is expended. As a result of the refining, the finished
metal contains "free energy" locked up internally  sitailaz ta the energy con-
tained in compressed spring!. This tree energy conte~ed in the ~etals causes
them to be unstable, and they tend to react with theitr environment and revert
back ta their more stable  lower energy! form. This reaction is termed
cor.osion, and frequently the cozzosion product is chmmically similar to the
mineral form which the metal was refined.

All metals are composed of atoms which are electrically neutral; i.e., each
atom contains an equal number of positive and negativte charges �!. The
number of protons and electrons present in a metal dsltermine what type af meta'
it is. For exampLe, iron has a chemical symbol, Fe, !and each iron atom con-
tains 26 pratans and 26 electrons, while each atom of copper, Cu, contains 29
protons and 29 electrons. Although all protons and upst electrons are bound
securely to the center of metal atoms, some of the outermost electrons are
only loosely bound. These loosely bound electrons teed to be mutually and
freely exchanged between neighboring atoms. This abi,lity of metals co freely
exchange or pass along elect=ans allows =hem to become conductors of electzi-
ci ty.



If for some reason a meeal atom passes one or more eI,ectxons along but fails
eo receive an equal number, it then Loses its electricaL neutrality aad
becomes positively charged. Atoms which are, not electrically neutral are
called metal ions. When most metals are immersed in a solution, which cauld

be fresh or saLt waeex', thex'e is a tendency for the atoms eo change into
their respective fans and enter into the solution. Ef iron, Fe, was placed
in salt watex, then eventually iron ions, Fe~, could be detected in the solu-
tion. These iron ioas have a positive charge and were formerly iron atoms
that gave up two electrons. If copper, Cu, were placed ia the solution,
thea copper ions, Cu+, could be detected.

The ameunt of energy in a metal, and its tendency to,release chat energy, is
called is potential  usually measured in volts!. Different metals and alloys
contain varying amounts of free energy and therefore have different potentials'
Xf various metals and alloys are arranged reLative to their potentiaL, a
table can be compiled Liseing ehese metals in order of highest eo Lowese free
energy state. When these potential measurements are made in a solution
coneaining iona of ehe measured metaL using a specific xeference electrode,
the resulting table is called the Electromotive Force Series. If these poten-
tial measureaenes are made in seawatex against a specific reference electrode,
the table is called the galvanic series for seawater  8!.  See Figure 2!.

A reference electrode is an instrument used to establish standard potential
values that allow uniformity in these measuremenes. .Just as a standard weight
of L pound may be used as a reference for internatioxial weight measurement,
a reference electrode is used for poteneial standard%sation. There are a
variety of reference electrodes such as hydrogen, silver-silver chloride,
copper-copper sulfate, aad calomel which can be used for potential measurements.
Field work is generally carried out with either a siIver-silver chloride
 Ag-AgCL! or copper-copper sulfate  Cu-CuSO~i! reference electrode because of
their compactness, ease of use, and durabiI.iey. The values ia Figure 2
were established using a calomel reference electxode. The calomel aad
silver-silver chloride reference electrodes yield poqeneiaL value readings
that are esseneially the same. Mumexous galvanic series tables have been
established for different liquid solutions. Ia dealing with marine corrosion,
it is appropriate eo use the gaIvanic series for seawater «o determine metal
compa eabil i ties.

B. Basic Galvanic Cell

In Figure 2, potentials for various metals are given. These potentials are
obtained relative to a calomel refereace electrode, erich conveniently allows
potential differences between various metals to be calculated. For example:

If a scrip af coppex  Cu! aad a strip of zinc  Zn! ax'e immexsed in a beaker
of salt waeex'  Figure 3!, both wiLL react with the solueion and become sur-
rounded by a layer of their respective ions. However, because zinc is more
reactive  more elecerochemically negative! it will be suxrounded by more of ies
ions chan the copper strip. Once suffic'ene fons oe each metal have reacted
 corroded away! with the solution and formed an electrochemical equilibrium
around each strip, the reaction will cease. In this case, the seawater orms
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the electrolyte  any liquid that contains iona, electrically charged atoms,
ar groups af atoms in solution!. Pure water, far example, contains positively
charged hydrogen ions, H+, and negatively charged hydraxyl ians. OH , in equal
concentrations of about 3 million-millian each per dz.'op �!. In Figure 3,
if switch "A." is momentarily closed, connecting the zinc to the calomel
reference electrode, a potential af approximately -1.0 volts will be read.
If switch "B" is momentarily closed, connecting the copper ta the reference
electrode, a potentiaL of approximately -0.32 volts will be read. 'Aaw, if
switch "C" is momentarily closed, connecting the zinc to the copper, a
potential af approximately -0.68 volts will be read. This reading wil' be
the potential between the twa metals and can be calculated directly from
the Galvanic Series Chart. From the chart the fallowing potentials are
obtained: zinc is -1.0 V and copper is -0.32 V; therefore, the potential
between zinc and copper in seawater would be approximately  -L.O V! - -0.32 V!
-0.68 V. In this manner, potentials between metals can be easily computed
for a seawater environment. The exact potential between various metals depends
upon variables such as temperature, dissolved oxygen concentration, electro-
Lyte composition, surf ace of the metals  painted, overgrown, corroded!,
velocity of electrolyte, distance between metals, and impurities in the metals.

If the zinc and copper strips af Figure 3 are connected by a conductor such
as a wire, electrons  e ! flow from the zinc to the copper, where they are
consumed  Figure 4!.

The electrons flow in this manner because af the difference in the relative
potential of the two metals. For every two electrons released by the z.'nc,
one zinc ian  Zn ! is simultaneously farmed, thereby maintaining electrical
neutrality of the solution. These positively charged ions are released into
the electrolyte in ~hich they are soluble. The zinc is corroded at a rate
which is directly prapartianal ta the electron flow.



Kn a basic galvanic cell such as that in Figure 4, the metal on which oxidation
 corrosion! takes place is defined as the AlfODE  zinc' ,in Figure 4!, The
metal on which reduction  electrical breakdown of watier molecules,
ELECTROLYSIS! takes place is defined as the CATHODE  'c opper in Figure 4},
These reactions are defined as follows �! �!.

Zn~ Zn + 2e  oxidation!

 reduction!or

i4HKRE.

elec tron

zinc ion

02

Zn any galvanic corrosion system, corrosion  oxidation! rates at the anode
must be equal to reduction rates at the cathode. Tn other words, the reLease
of electrons by the anode must equal the consumption of electrons at the
cathode. Any phenomena that effects the reaction of the cathode forces a
similar effect on the anode and vice versa.

Often when dealing with corrosion the term noble" is used to denote the
lease reactive  cathodic! metal in a multimetal system. Ln a zinc-copper
system, the "more noble" metal would be copper, but a copper-nickel combina-
tion would have nickel as the "more noble" metal.

Reactions at or near both the anode and cathode surface general r become
slightly more invoLved in real situations. At the anclde surface, dissolved
anodic ions may combine with other ions present in Qawatar or disso3ved
oxvgen to form more complex compounds, which may prWipitate out af solu ion

ANNODK:

CATHODE: 02 +

2H20 +

H20

2H20 + 4e

2e ,P 208 +

water molecule

hydroxyl ion

oxygen molecule

a
2

Zn

Zpi

free hvdrogen

neutral meta zinc



and build up on the anode. At. the cathode surface, reduction of hydrogen
ions  E ! can form hydrogen gas  H2!, which can bug.d up a layer of bubbles
that can slow down the corrosion process  called cathodic polarization! .
Also, the generation of hydroxyl ions may combine with various fons and
soluble compounds to form various precipitates or localized alkaline conditions.

The foU.owing explanation of alkaline and acidity, although elementary, will
be adequate for the material contained in this text. The term "alkaline"
{basic! pertains to compounds that yield hydroxide ions, OH, when dissolved
in water. A compound that yields hydrogen ions, 8+, or hydronium ions, H30+,
when dissolved in water is called an "acid." If there is a predominance of
hydrogen ions, H , in a solution, then the solution fs acidic. A predo~mnce
of hydroxide ions, OH , in a solution causes the solution to be alkaline, ar
basic. A balance of hydrogen iona and hydroxide ionS results in a neutral
solution. The pE of a solution is a dimensionless number which indicates
the relative strength of the acidic or alkaline content of a solution and
ranges from 1.2 to 12.8. Strongest acids t,'high K cOncentration! correspond
to lowest pH numbers, while strong bases  high OH concentratinn! are assigned
the highest pH numbers. A neutral solution would have a pK number of 7.0.
The surface layer of seawater is normaLly alkaline, with an approximate pH
value of 8.0. However, in inshore areas where considerable microbiological
activity existsla,zge quantities of hydrogen sulfide  g S! may tend to lover
the pg, causing tha vater to become maze acid. Converse y, a high photosyn-
thetic activity of plants reduces the carton dioxide  C !z! content of the mater,
raising the pH and causing the water to become more ylkaline. High water
temperatures can also cause an increase in aLkalinitg as a result of C02
"boiling" off.

The foregoing should give a sound footing for understanding the fundamental
mechanism of corrosion problems encountered in the marine envirc!ament. Briefly
stated, for galvanic corrosion to take place the following statements must
be satisfied:

Two or more metaL areas must be involved which ~ve different potentialss
These can be different metals or different areas on a single piece of
metal.

2. Electric continuity  conducting path other than electrolyte! must be
established between the two or more metal areas.

3. The metal areas must be in contact. with an electrolyte  usually seawater,
but a drop af fresh water is also an electrolyte!.

The Galvanic Series Table answers the creation of wk4ch metal in a multMetal
combination or alloy wiLL act as the anode  sacrifice itself by corroding!,
and which wi11 act as the cathode,  be protected!, Por example: A fitting
made of 80-20 copper-nickel alloy is to be soldered Quito a 80-20 copper-nickel
alloy pipe. Should the operation use a 50!t'50 lead-tin solder or a silver
solder alLoy? A. glance at the Galvanic Series Table indicates chat the 80-20
copper-nickel alloy is cathodic to the lead-tin solder but anodic to silver
solder. If the lead-tin solder is used, it will corrode 2n its role as the
anode and eventually disintegrate, Leading to a joint failure. If silver solder
is used., the fitting and pipe will be anodic, thereby protecting the soldered
point. The results of corrosion on the pipe and fitting should be negligible
because of their Large area as compared to the soldered joints
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IZ'X. FORMS OF CORROSION COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED

A. Uniform Attack

This form of corrasioa {see Figure 5! is typically a chemical or elec«ro-
chemical reaction that progresses ia a uniform maanezf over unprotected sur-
faces exposed to the environment �!. Uniform attacg is considered ta consume
more metal oa a tonage basis than aay other form of corrosion. The mecha-
nism by which uniform attack progresses caa best be understood by coasider-
ing a piece of sheet steel exposeck to the elements. ,The steel vill corrode
fairly uaiformly due to thousaads of very small arear' aa its surface acting
as cathodes, while neighboring areas act as anodes and corrode. These catho-
dic aad anodic areas are constantly switchiag roles, and a fairly uniform
corrosion process traaspires as a result of this fluctuating mechanism.
Alloying elements, heat treatment, surface caaditioa4ng, impurities, and
ather factors are thought to bring about this anodicfcathodic fluctuation,
The corrosion due «o uniform a«tack will continue as loag as the material
is exposed to an atmosphere with a relative hustLdity iof 60K or greater, or
if i« is immersed in an electrolyte. The overall ptqblems concerned with
uniform attack are aot considered ta be very significant when compared to
other farms of corrosion �! ~

B. Galvanic Corrosion

As described in Chapter TT., galvanic corrosion accurS between two or more
metals which are elec«rically connected and in mutuak, contact with an electro-
lyte {Figure 4!. The Galvanic Series Table lis«s many pure me«als and a3.1oys
relative to their potential to cor ode ia a seawater environment. T'ne table
indicates which metal or aLloy will be the amre noble {cathodic! component
of a multimata3. galvanic system.

By employing this principle of galvanic caupliag  elqctrically joining two
or mare metaLs!, the more noble metal in the coupLe 4an be protected from
corrasioa. In this situation, the less nable materi+ is corroded away
deliberately to insure that corrosion does not take place on the more noble
mater'als. The term "sacrificial anode" results from this cathodic protec-
tion technickue. Cathodic protection will be discussWd in detail in Chap«er IV.

Aa important factor in galvanic carrosian is the area effect, or the ratio
of cathodic verses aaodic areas. %any rapid materiW failures have resulted
from improper area ratios. Oae of the first such re~rded failures happened
dn 1776 vhen the hatt teh ddntrelty eheethed the bottpn or the iKs eleve vita
copper to prevenc tt fran attack by teredo vonee. The cheats a9 capper vere
in direct coatact with aest af the wrought-iarn fitt4ngs, bolts, nails, and
staples attached to, or protruding through, the hull~ kaelp etc. Within
several months, it was founck that mast Iron nails and staples had been
corroded to a rusty paste. Also, all af the iron figtings and bolts contact-
ing the copper hack either failed or were severely ca~ded and in need of
replacemeat {3!. These failures resulted rom placing a huge cathodic sur-
face area  capper sheathing! ia contact with the cogaratively very smaLL
aaadic areas {iron fittings, bolts, nails, and staples!.



The amount of exposed, immersed surface area QathodiIc or anodic! usually
affects the resistance value, R, in Ohm's Law  V XR!.. 'Circuit resistance,
R, will generally be reduced as exposed surface area 'is increased. This
reduction in circuit resistance forces an increase in' the electron flow,
I, necessary to maintain a fixed potential, V. A taxIm for defining the quan-
tity of electrons leaving or entering a specific smolt of surface area
is called "current density." Surface area is usuallyI specified in square
inches, in ; square feet, ft ; square meters, m ang
so on. For example, if' a current of l44 miliamperes  .144 ampere! was
supplied to a 1 s-quare f-oot anode area, it uould have a current density
of 144 iauperes per sduaze foot ,144 ea/ftl . pince there are 144 inf
per 1 ft , this value oi' current density could also hh eupressed as 1 ea/
in2

This current density concept should become clear frosj the following explana-
tion. A piece of copper is connected to a piece af z~inc having a much smaller
surface area  Figure 6a! �!. The voltmeter reading is about 0.68 volts
 also from Figure 2! and will not vary as the surface areas are increased
or decreased. En Figure 6a, the electron flow from +e small zinc area tm3st
equal the electxon flow into the larger copper area., Therefore, the current
density on the zinc surface is much larger than the earrent densi,ty on the
copper surface. This high current density occurring,on the zinc is the
result of many electrons leaving its small surface axIea. Hence, the zinc
tends to corrode at a rapid. rate. When the exposed surface area of zinc
is increased  Figure 6b!, the circuit resistance is dIecreased, and acre
electxons flow from the lax'ger zinc surface. Although there are more elec-
trons flowing from the zinc, its surface area has bestn increased, causing
its current density to be lower than that of situatiorn "a." By keeping the
copper surface area the same and increasing electron flow to it  these
electrons enter into reduction reactions on the coppelr surface!, the current
density is increased. over the copper.

4 further increase in zinc surface area  figure .6c'/ zIdll cause still sere
current flow, which may cause adverse effects around.,the coppex. These
effects will be discussed in the section on overprotsIction in Chapter 17.
The current increase resulting from larger exposed surface areas of zinc
will reach a limit dependent upon the surface of the ~copper. Mhen this limit
is xeached, the copper surface has a maximum current density because its sur-
face is supporting the maximum reduction reactions pqssible for the seawater-
copper/zinc couple.

Another example of area effects can be seen in FX~ 7 �!. Two pieces
of steel axe. plated, one with zinc {galvanized! and one with copper. Each
plate has a scratch in it which penetrates the coating down to the steel.
Then both plates are immersed in seawaters Since c~er is amre noble
than steel  see Figure 2!, it becomes the cathodic njrface  large area!,
and the steel exposed in the scratch is anodic {small area! . la its effort
to supply protective electrons to the copper surface! the steel corrodes
rapidly, forming a deep elongated pit, which may lead to sudden failure.
Howevers the other plate has a zinc surface which is lanodic to the steel
and only a small cathodic steel surface is exposed ag the scratch. The
exposed steel in the scratch receives its protective,electrons from the
zinc, and no steel deterioration takes place.
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Corrosion effects an surface areasFigure 7

As a last example af area effects, consider the falilowing case. A Large
vessel has a damaged stainless steel shaft and requires that a maLl coupling
be fabricated to replace the damaged section. The qoupling is, as a last
resort, made from a Low alloy steel which is anodic,to the stainless steel.
'The shipyard doing the repair work realizes that the steel is anodic co the
shaft and puts several heavy epoxy paint coatings on the coupling far protec-
tion. When the vessel is Launched, the large cathoPic surface area of the
stainless shaft begins its craving for protective e3Jectrans. The anodic
couplings' external coatings say "No electrons here," but the unpainted,
exposed smail area in the internal keyway is quite aapable of supplying
electrons. The keyway wiii continue to corrode until there is a failure
of the coupling. Painting the corroded coupLing in this case was a mis-
take, because it reduced the surface area af the anodic coupling and forced
electron flaw to be generated from the critical keyt4ay area.

An important ruLe ta remember when one of two dissimilar metals in contact
with each other is to be coated. is that the more nobble, ar more corrasion-
resistant, metal should be coated.

C. Selective Cor.asian

Zf copper and zinc are alloyed tagether, the result is brass The varying
percentage of zinc in the combination determines the quality and physical
properties af the alloy. Common brasses range from about 60 to 857 capper,
with the majority af the balance being zinc. The higher the percentage af
zinc, the Lower the quality of the brass.

?i brass is immersed in an electrolyte, sel ctive cqrrosian begins an its
sur=ace, which is comprised of a matrix af copper aqoms side by side wi:h
zinc atoms ~ t.iectricaL continuity is guaranteed, Qd, as before, capper
atoms ac as cathodic areas and the z'nc atoms begin to dissolve in true
anodic fashion. As the mechanism proceeds, more cathodic surfac area is
exaosed as the zinc continues to dissolve into the electrolyte, causing

The galvanic corrasion discussed sa far has been concerned with twa or more
types of metals, such as copper and zinc, which are .bonded together electrically.
However, it is common to find that variaus solid megal alLoys have undergone
a corrosion mechanism in which one element af the +lay has been dissolved.
This corras'an process is called. selective corrasiqa" ar "selective leaching.'
Although selective corrosion is mast commonly encountered with brasses  speci-
fically termed "dezincification"! and cast iron  ted "graphitizatian"!,
it can occur on many aLloyed materiaLs i conditions are suitable-
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increased corrosion rates. Equilibrium is established when the dissolution
of zinc ions is slowed down in their attempt to migrate out of the brass
through a maze of vacancies left by previously corroded zinc atoms.

The result of this dezincification process is that !he brass loses its
physical strength and will fail in service. Dezincgfied brass is readily
observed by its spongy, dull-copper appearance  Figqre 8!. It is advisable
to stay away from brasses unless specifications ax'e supplied with them,
as there are many that contain dezincification inhibitors.

Basically, copper, when alLoyed primarily with zinc, is termed "a brass
aLLoy." If copper is alloyed with significant amounts � to 15Z! of tin

, or aluminum, it is termed "a bx'onze." Copper/nickel alloys are very numer-
ous and have many trade names such as Cupronickel, 4onel, and Nickel Silver.
Although selective corrosion is possible on bronzes. and copper-nickel alloys,
they are much more resistant to this attack as compared to common brasses.

Graphitization is essentially the same process as dezincification, only it
is used. to describe the decay of gray cast iron. In this case, the alloy
is primarily composed of iron and carbon � to 4.5X!. When immersed in
an electrolyte, the carbon becomes cathodic, and ir>I>n, which corrodes away,
anodic. This corrosion process results in a very soft surface composed
mainly of carbon  graphite! which retains original dimensions but has no
physical strength. Nmy sudden failures in piping systems are the result
of graphitization. Graphitization does not occur ie modular, malleable,
or white cast irons.

Many other alloys, such as bronzes, have selective corrosion mechanisms
similar to those above, but have not had specific ~es attached to them.
Figure 9 demonstrates selective corrosion of ixon orat of an inexpensive
bronze propeller aLLoy. It should be remembered that a proper'y function-
ing cathodic protection system wiLL protect these materials from corroding.

D. Cavitation Corrosion

Cavitation corrosion is really a two-component process comprised of cor-
rosion taking place on a surface that has had Localized surface cavitation
damage. Cavitation corrosion is possible only on surfaces over which an
adequate pressure drop is created, usually resulting fxom high-speed water
flow over the surface. Figure 10 demonstrates the aachanism of cavitation
damage as follows: �! IU.gh fluid velocities cause localized Row pressure
areas adjacent to the surface film. �! Fluid entering this low pressure
axea begins to "boil"  formation of vapor bubbles on the surface film due
to Low pressure! when pressure is low enough to equ+ the fluid's vapor
pressure, point B. �! Bubble collapses  implodes! against surface f ilm
and destroys i.t as high-pressure area is suddenly encountered, point C.
�! The exposed metal surface corrodes and forms a new surface film which
can be removed by the next cavitation implosion to hit point C. Repetition
of this process can result in deep holes and. material failure.
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Figure LO Cavitation mechanism

The shock wave produced by some cavitation bubble tpqlosions can create
pressures as high as 60,000 Lb/in~   !. This force can easily produce
stresses weil above the yield strength of many tsateiriais used for items
Likely to encounter' cavitation conditions such as p~opellers, pump com-
ponents, etc. In many casses, the force of an imploding cavitation bubble
can tear metaL particles away from the surface. The, more a surface is
roughened by cavitation damage, the more prone it is to further attack,
because every rough point can serve as a nucleus for new cavitation bubbles.

Cavitation damage/corrosion is identif" ed by a rough. pitted. surface
effected in a Localized area which is subjected to high water velocities
 see Figure LL!. There are ways to prevent cavitatkon damage/corrosion:
�! The design can be modified to minimize hydrodypaad.c pressure dif-
ferences. For exaarple, if propeller cavitation is evident, then a change
in propeller pitch and/or diameter may be necessary. �! Use of higher
strength materials such as stainless stee's g eatly improves resistance to
cavitation damage. �! Surfaces should be as smoolth as possible, as
smooth surfaces do not provide sites for bubble nucleation. �! Cathodic
protection systems may also reduce cavitation damagis, possibly as a result
or hydrogen bubbles forming on the metal surface and absorbing the shock
'=om cavitation bubble implosion.
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E. Concentration Cell Corrosion

If one part of a metal surface is exposed to a higher concentration of
oxygen than another part of the surface, the higher oxygen area tends
to become positive and the lower oxygen area negative  anodic!. Thus.
a piece of metal exposed to seawater with variations in oxygen content
will tend to corrode in the low oxygen area �!. BJ.so, any significant
variation in ion concentration over the surface of a metal or component
of a bonding system will. tend to establish preferenltial anodic and cathodic
areas. These concentration cells are not common, but they can be estab-
lished in stagnant water situations, such as trapped pockets of bilge
water or water-soaked wood.

F. Corrosion Resultin from Surface Coatin s

Various paints and treatment solutions, when used improperly, can resu t
in severe damage to hardware and hulls. The majority of all surface
coating corrosion. problems arise from paint systems applied below the
waterline. The commercial coatings presently available on the market
contain numerous metals and compounds derived from metals. Car must
be exercised when selecting bottom paint for a vessel because the metallic
content of some paints is often dense enough to permit current flow  F' y.re
L2!, Zf a bottom paint containing primar'Ly copper compounds as the anti-
=ouling agent is applied to an, aluminum hull, severy hall deterioration
«ill occur. This is because the copper is more noble than the aluminum
 seawater galvanic series! and therefore acts as a, 1 rge cathode area,
while scratches or holidays expose a small anode ar a  see Figure 13!,
Specia1.ly designed bottom paints containing the met 1 tin are well suited
for aluminum hulls-

Copper-containing bottom paints can cause pitting o5 steel hulls and should
be app1.ied over a barrier coat of nonmetallic paint' which insulares the
steel from the copper-based paint. Some tin-based paints are well suited
for application on steel hulls.

Selection of botLom paints for wood or fiberglass vessels does not present
as many problems as does paint for steel and alumin~. However, an incorrect
selection can cause serious damage. The total copper content of most non-
commercial bottom paints ranges from ZS to 45X; thiQ range includes all
copper salts, copper oxides, and metallic copper. However, new and more
potent antifouling paints have recently been intzodyced for the racing
community, both sail and power. These paints contain about 707 cooper
and. copper compounds supplied. in a vehicle binder tgat has several percent
of graphite thrown in to "toughen the coating" and Foam a "go fast" bottom.

A hull painted with one of these new bottom paints has a tremendous tendency to
act as a large cathodic surCace. The dense copper and graphite composition
o the paints aLlows current to flow around the hull. Sacrificial anoces
on vessels with this type of paint system can expect a 1i=e span oi one. to
three weeks. Once the sacrificial anodes are gone, hull fittings, strut,
propeller, shaft, and rudder are next in line..he only reason these items
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Figure 12 Ingredients of several popular anti-fouLing paints
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Careful analysis of bottom paints is a critf.cal ancL often overlooked area
that must be considered with corrosion control in mtind. Treatment of wood
used for vessel repairs should not arbitrarily be cIarried out without some
forethought. Preservatives such as Cuprinol tlQ, +ich has 2X copper con-
tent, can pass current and allow fastenings to corrIode galvanically. Wood
gums and resins, under certain conditions, can passl current and further
complicate the corrosion mechanf.sm.

G. Crevf.ce Corrosion

Significant portions of the following discussion and Figure L3 have been
adapted from reference �!.

intense localized corrosion frequently occurs in crIevices and shielded
areas on metal surfaces exposed to intermittent or Icontinual immersion
in an electrolyte. This type of attack is usually Iassociated with small
volumes of stagnant solution trapped by holes, gasklets, surface deposits,
and crevices under bolt and rfvet heads. To functijon as a corrosion site,
a crevice must be wide enough to permit Liquid entrIy but sufficiently
narrow to maintain a stagnant zone. Therefore, creIvice corrosion usually
occurs at openings a few thousandths of an inch or ~less in width. Zt
rarely will occur within grooves having a groove onle~ighth of aa inch
or wfder. Fibrous gaskets, which have a wf.ck acthoIn, form an excellent
stagnant solution in contact with the gasketed surfIaces.

The crevice corrosion mechanism can be illustrated
plates of steel bolted together and immersed in se
Seawater has an inexhaustf.ble supply of sodium io
ions  Cl-!. The initial reaction over the entire
the crevice surfaces, involves the dissolution of
duction of oxygen to hydroxyl ions  OH ! ~ Every eLI
metal ion formation  Fe+"! is consumed in the redu
metal surfaces. After a short interval, oxygen wi
depleted because af restricted df.ffusion, and ther
ceases in the crevice area.

y considering two
ter  Figure 15a! .

 Na+! and chloride
rface, including

teel  Fe~} and re-
ectron generated during
tfon of oxygen on '.he

in the crevice is

fore oxygen reduction

don't physically fall off the hull is that they are generally more noble
than the copper paint film  seawater galvanic serf.es!. Good bronzes and
stainless steels will be slf.ghtly cathodic to the bottom paint, but most
brass fittings or fasteners will undergo varying deIgrees of dezincification.

There are real problems when a vessel with an aluminum outdrive unit is pafnted
with a high copper content paint. T.f the outdrive is bonded to the hull
through the bonding system, it wf.ll act as a sacrifIicial anode when immersed
in the water. Several sailboats are manufactured /th through-hull auxi-
Liary drive units permanently aeunted several feet laft of the keel. These
drive unf.ts have a cast aluminum housing which 3.astII from five to seven
weeks before corroding through when a high copper cjontent bottom paint is
applied to the hull  see Figure 14!. Painting the ialuminum housing with
proper tfn-contafning paint will not retard the ho~ing's destruction in
this situation.
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This oxygen depletion has an important indirect influence, which becomes more
pronounced with increasing exposure. Although no m4re oxygen reduction occurs
in the crevice, it does continue on other surfaces, allowing dissolution of
steel to continue in the crevice, as shown in Figury L5c. This tends to pro-
duce an excess of positive charges �~! in the crgvice solution, which are
necessarily balanced by the migration of chloride i4ns into the crevice.
Hydroxyl ions also migrate into the crevice, but they are larger and are
less mobile than chloride iona and therefore migrate acre slowly. This
chloride ion migration results in an increased conc+tration of metal chloride
within the crevice,. This aqueous solution of a met+ chloride disassociates
water  hydrolizes!,, allowing formation of an insol+le hydroxide and a "ree
acid. Both chloride and hydrogen ions accelerate tWe dissolution rates of
most metals and alloys. Since both ions are presen  in the crevice as a
result of migration and hydrolysis, the dissolution,'rate of the steel 's
increased. The process is self-generating, rapidly increasing the dissolu-
tion of the steel.

The acid content o: crevice corrosion cells has beep found to contain a pH
of 2 to 3. The in<:reasing corrosion rate within th! crevice causes increased
oxygen reduction an the outer surfaces, which tends to cathodically protect
the external surfaces. Crevice corrosion attack isIlimited to crevice-forming
areas, while the surrounding surfaces suffer little or no damage.

Metals and alloys hat are particularly prone to crpvice corrosion are those
which depend upon surface films for corrosion prote4tion. These films are
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destroyed by high concentrations of chloride or hydrogen ions. Anodized
aluminum and stainless steels both depend on oxide films to form passive
surface. layers for the prevention of cor.osion. Crgvices formed by or
around these metals may often become oxygen-deficiapt, and the self-generat-
ing mechanism of crevice corrosion will eventually 5egin. The time before
attack may range from several days to several yearsj but once it begins, it
proceeds ar. an ever-increasing rate.

For crevice corrosion to take place, an electrolyte.is necessary, However,
salt spray collected under a chafe rail or in the socket eyes of standing
rigging wiU. suffice. Crevice corrosion can be found under stainless steal
bolts  see Figuza l6!, washers, screws, rub rails, wire rope swedge fittings,
in the lay of stainless steel wire rope  sea Figuze 1,7!, etc.

By tha time crevice corrosion is visually observable, the damage can be well
underway. Avoidance of crevice condi.tions should bp strived for in all marine
applications. Where crevices cannot be eliminated, the use of materials
dependant upon surface films for protection should 5e avoided. Crevices
should be sealed hy welding, soldering, good caulking, or use of nonabsor-
bent gaskets such as teflon.

E. Pittin Corrosion

This type of corrosive mechanism is very similar to crevice corrosion.
However, pitting an be initiated where no crevice $xists. A pit can initially
be formed by basic galvanic corrosion at an anode sita. Scale products, pro-
duced by initial corrosion, coat the surface of thejanodic ares and thereby
form a shield under which the crevice corrosion mechanism pzopagates. Surface
coatings that are damaged or improperly applied may form crevice situations
that promote accelerated pitting  see Figure lSa!.

Pits can also develop in high fluid velocity areas as an impingement/corrosion
erosion. Pits sucn as these are generally formed where metal impurities are
'ocated or the Less noble metal of the alloy is praferentially sacrificed
 selective cozrosion!.

I. S tress Corros ion

Usually, stress cozzosion refers to a cracking process in a metal that is
being subjected to a tensile stress while in a corrosive medium. The subject
o f stress-corrosion cracking becomes extremely involved with metallurgical
terms that are beyond the scope of this text. Therefore, a brief overview
will probably be of more benefit than an attempt at a detailed axplanat'on.

During the phenomena of stress-corrosion cracking, the metal alloy is essentiaLLy
unattacked over the majority of its surface but fine cracks propagate through
it. Stress-corrosion cracks give the apoearanca of a brittle mechanical
fracture, while in fact they ars the result of highly Localized corrosion
processes �! . Cracking generally proceeds perpendicular to the applied stress.
Increasing the stress in metal or alloy decreases the time before cracking
wiLL occur. Different materials have different "thrashoid" stresses below
which no stress-corrosion cracking wi'' occur in a given corrosive medium.



Figure 16 CreMce corrosioa of staia1ess steeL nuts.

Figtxre 17 Crave,ce corrosf.oa of stainless steel &re rope
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These "threshold" values are extremely variable and should be determined by
careful tests for new materials or unusual eavironmIrnts.

It is frequently observed that stress-corrosion cragks start at the, base of
miczoscopic pits. When the crack starts, the cracL:I "tip" has a very small
radius which causas high stress concantrationth,arthur allowing crack props
gation to continue �!.

This type of corrosion is often difficult to identi
get much attention in small boatyard corrosion dete
afford another possibility to consider for those ua
that may arise. In many cases, the common failure

aad. generally doesn' t
tion. But it does

ual corrosion problems
f hydxaulic cylinders

used on outdzive units can be attributed to stress-Wrzosion  Figure lgb!-
Also, the total failure of propeller shaftiag may bp the resuLt of stress-
corrosion coupled with metal fatigue.

J. Stra Currant Corrosion

This type of corzosion is recognised as having the neatest potential foz
creating extensive damage in a minimal amount of ti+. Stray current,
cozzosion is caused by an electrical curreat, A.C. Oz D.C., that is being
discharged improperly through a metal surface into Q electzolrtea The
surface through which the electrons are discharged. ILato the electrolyte
is electrically protected, while the surface throu@ which the electrons
re-eater the circuit is electrochemically dissolved. Almost a11 stzay
current problems are created fzom poor or inadequate wiring, damaged in-
sulatioa, improper terminal mounting, or incorrect shore power connections.

D.C. stray currents can be propagated. from nusarous current-carrying items.
Nearly all cases of D.C. current problems wiLL be cQfined  cause and result!
to individual vessels. If A.C. shore power is used' ,to power a vessel's D.C.
system, thea the D.C. problems can be external to tfae problem vessel. When
txaced to the sour=a, stray current problems inevitably are the result of
inadequate ar poor wixing situations.

It is sn unfortunate but inescapable fact of life that while most boatyards
aad boatbuilders employ skilled craftsmen and mechanics, they come up short
oa qualified electricians. When a boat owner accepts delivery oa his new
or used vessei, chances are. better than even that the wiring will be a; umbled

In order for stresses to instigate stzess-corrosion' cracking, they must be
of adequate magnitude and tensile  stretching! forced. They may xesult from
sources such as applied load, residual, thermal, oz, welding. Welding stresses
often generate residual stresses near the yield po t of the base metal.
Stress-corrosion cracking is not unique to any spe ic corrosion medium.
It can occur in aqueous mediums and noaaqueous, ino ganic liquids as we11
as liquid metals and fused salts �!. Factors that~ caa significantly effect
the onset of stress-corzosioa cracking are temperature, metaL composition,
stress, solutioa composition, aad metal structure. ~ Xt is generally accepted
that pure metals ax'e not susceptible to stress-co~sion cracking. ALLoyed
metals that are susceptible are stainless steels, brasses, miLd steels.
aluminum alloys, Monels, and magnesium alloys.
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array of uacoded wires ruaniag anywhexe they are not visible. The average
boat owner will scoop up any wires hanging in bilge, water and =ry to secure
them to anything tnat is dry except, it is hoped, the propeller shaft. Each
year, a silent prayer is offered in an attempt ta jget through another seasan

t a fortune to figure
becomes evea more com-

are the result of �!
uipment or instruments,
Cial dif ferences. These

es ~

connected to the insulated light terminaL, while the positive lead was
grounded to the casing;  b! the on/off switch was installed ia the negative
leg of the cix'cuit, leaving the positive leg closed to the light casing;  c!
the casing was secured to the stainless steel wheel stand aad thereby supplied i
with a continual positive charge. This charge was tx'ansferred to the rudder post
via the stainless steel steering cable. This resu3.ted in elec roas, supplied
by the vessel's battery, to exit from the propeller, which was negatively
grounded to the engine. These electxons traveLed back to the narrow, exposed
band af the rudder post. between the hull and rudder top, where severe corrosion
occurred Leading ta failure.

2. Voltage Drops in Circuit Lines. in Figure 19, aa unboaded vessel has
an aft seawater-circulating pump connected via a bronze seacock to the bxaaze
through-hull fitting. When the pump was wired., inapequate wire size was used
 too small! . This introduces additional resistance, R, into the cixcuit
when the pump is running. The additional resistance creates a. voltage drop
over each leg of the wire. Far the purpose of this. example,, assume that
each leg of the circuit has sufficient resistance tp create a L.O volt drop
over its length, and any voltage drop due to the pump motor resistance will
be neglected. Therefoxe, the positive leg has a 1.0 volt drop and the negative
return has a 1.0 volt drop when the pump is running. The negative return Lead
is Jumped to the pump casing to meet typical backyard electroaic codes for
grounding Zf, while the pump is running, a voltmeter is connected between

with no electrical problems; after sll, it would co
out where all those wires go and why. This situatf
pLicated with do-it-yourself electronic installatio

The two prime causes of D.C. stray current corrosio
reversed polarity aa the grouad side of electrical
and �! voltage drops in circuit lines creating pot
two causes will be described in the following examp

l. Reversed Polarity. A small fiberglass sailboat
oa its tainless steel wheel stand in the cockpit.
sisted of connecting the auxiliary engine to a keel
gauge wire; no other bonding was attempted. The co
with one wire coaaected to the insulated terminal
casing, which contacted the metal wheel stand. The
through the stand, ~here a cockpit oa/off switch wa
the two wires. The wires were then brought forward
to the fused panel and the other to the negative bu
aenths in the ~ater, the rudder had disappeared.
deteriorated rudder post stub, which was originally
rudder. Miring was checked and revealed that  a! t

had a compass nmunted
e bonding system can-
olt by means of a 12-
ass light was wixed up,

d the other to the light
wires were fed down

installed in one of
aad. one was connected

bar. After several
ul-out reveaLed a

cast in the fiberglass
negative lead was
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"A" and "B", a reading of 11.0 volts is obtained. If the meter is connected on
the casing at "C", which has the same value as "B", and to "D", a reading
of l.0 volts is obtained. No resistance is encountered between "D" ana the
negative battery terminaL because of heavy battery cable connection.

Figure 19

Stray current wiring
problem

Qv 1.0 v
,' B ]batte

1.0 v
~~ CC

 92,/ ~ ~-

!I The 1.0 volt reading means there is a potential difference or L.u volts
between the engine  shaft and propeller! and the pump casing  seacock and
through-hull fitting! . Therefore, when "he pump is running, electrons will
flow from the propeller sharc through the water and will enter the bronze
hull fitting, causing it to corrode.

The same condition could exist internaL .o the hull with a bilge pump, using
the bilge water as the electrolyte. It should be noted that voltage drops
cannot be read unless the circuit is closed.

The previous examples demonstrate two problems that can arise in vessels
that do not have a proper bonding system. 'Aors about, bonding in Section A
of Chapter IV. Had a bonding system been installed on the sailboat, the wheel
stand and rudder post would have been bonded and a direct short would have
resulted upon wiring the positive leg. This would have tripped a breaker or
blown a fuse but would also have indicated chat something was drastically
wrong. If the through-hull pump fitting had been bonlded, it would have had the
same potential as the engine and no vol age drop would have appeared between
"C" and "D". However, this would mean that while the pump was operating the
bonding system ~ould carry some of the pump's electr/eel current. Although
this is undesirable, it, is better than having a boat sink because of the
corrosion failure of a through-hull fitting.

Proper wiring techniques, continuity or polarity, and adequate wire size to
handle the current are important factors to remember when wiring a vesse
Many times during electrical installations, wire hat is "on hand" is used.
and assumed to be adequate to handle the electrical current,
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This often leads to undersized wiring, which can prOduce significant voltage
drops and may damage electxic motors and cause strap current corrosion.
The following equation vill aU.ow proper co er vir s sizes to be calculated
for boat wiring. This equation can be used fox bot A.C. and D.C. wixing
and has been formulated to allow a maximum voltage drop, due to vire size,
of 0.250 volts at the electrical unit.

D~43xl xL

D ~ wixe size in circular mils

I ~ current in amperes drawn by electric unit

L - length in feet of wire run from power source to unit

Once "D" has been calculated, Figure 20 can be used, to find the corresponding
A.W.G.  American Wire Gauge! copper wire size. Since it is unlikely that
practical application of this equation vill result in values of "D" corres-
ponding exactly to a certain vire size, the next Lat.-gest wire size should
be used. The following exampLe demonstrates the use of the vire size equa-
tion. The seawater-circulation pump of Figure 19 is to be wired up, using
propex wire size. The pump is located 30 feet from the power supply, and,
according to the manufacturer, it draws 5 amperes at full load. Hence:

D~ 43 x 30 x 5

D ~ 6450 circular mils

Figure 20 shows that 6450 cir-mils is slightly less than f/LZ-gauge wire
�530 cir-mils!. Therefore, the pump should be installed using a minimum
copper wire gauge af 8'12.

Stray current can also result fx'om bad A.C. power connections or improper
shore power wiring. Naay marina complexes have had' ,'tremendous growth over
the past 20 years. A dock holding 20 slips 15 year4 ago may have 30 to 40
slips today. Ia many cases, outlets with overload protection have been added
to existing wiring. A situation Like this can reset in A.C. voltage drops
all along the dock because of in inability of the older wiring to suppLy ade-
quate current.

A practice commonly encountered on many older docks is a two-wire system
with no dafety ground vire. In Figure 2l �! two boats, 3 + C, have
their ground and ueutxal vires interconnected in the shore power receptacle.
The boats' bonding systems axe tied into the ground wire af each boat' s
shore cable, under the assumption that ground and neutral are separate.
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FIGURE 20

AWGf .~KG¹Circular oils Circular mils

If the dock wires are subjected to heavy current draw from boat. "C" or
other vessels f~rther down the dock, they may not be adequate to carry
this current without creating a significant voltage drop. With the neutraL
wires of each boat connected to their bonding systems, a voltage difference
equal to half the total voltage drop at "C: will be applied between the
vessels. This voltage difference, which can amount to 5 or 10 volts, also
exists between the vessel and sediment  ground!, steel bulkhead, etc.
A.C. current will fLow between the vessel and the closest object having
a different potential. This current f'ow will causg corrosion damage to
the submerged hardware of both vessels.

The corrosion damage would be most severe on the fittings closest to the
vessel or to the object that the current is exchanged with. Liawever, f
many vessels are encountering small vo1tage drops, the resistance af sea-
vater may be high enough to prevent destructive current flow.

Three wire dock systems are safer, and minimi.ze the chance of stray currents
due to voltage drops on the dock. The third safety grounding conductor
would tend to tie a11 the bonding systems together at a common ground.
potential. This is a solution for dock wiring problems, but shore po~er
connectors and a vessel's internal wiring can also allow A.C. stray current.

An isolation transformer is a wise investment for vessels connected to
shore power on a raguLar basis. Vithin the transfoMr a primary winding
receives shore current and, by magnetic induction, causes voltage and
current flow to be estabLished in the secondary win4ing  Figure 21, Boat
A!. The secondary windings supply the vessel with current at the vessel's
potentiaL. The cwo windings are totally insulated  isolated! from each
other, thereby eliminating any problems from bad marina wiring, reversed
polarity, or bad «iring of the adjacent boat.

Another device, an Zsolater, which 's manufactured by '.fercury .'!arine, an
oe installed 'n the grounding safety conductor. This separates the boat' s
banding system from shore ground potential and the accompanying problems
that may arise. Wire-to~ire contact is still maintained between current
carrying conductors with this system.
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Tremendous corrosion rates can be achieved by using an autotransfozmez
type of battery charger. The primary and secondary windings ia these
units are electrLcally Linked and the transformed low A.C. voltage is
rectified to D.C. When hooked to the battery, the negative side of the
battery chaxger is essentially tied into the propellex via the negative
ground on the engine. Very strong stray currents caa result fzom this
type of system.

After all the careful wiring, the installation of an isolation transformer,
sad a thorough bonding system throughout, stray current corrosion can still
be a problem. T.t caa resuLt fx'om current fields, flowing through the water
surzounding the vessel  Figure 22! �!. These Lowing currents will attempt
to pass through the least resistive material in their path. The bonding
system of a wooden or fiberglass boat, az hull.
of aluminum or steel boats, is less resistive than seawater. Thexefore,
a well-pzotected vesseL can act as a "!umpez wire" for flowing curreats
and develop stzay current corrosion as an innoceat bystander. Ln the
case described in Figure 22, all three vessels wiLL display corrosion
prob lees .

Welding machines have been responsible fox large vessels sinking at the
dock as a result of welding current corrosion. Zn order to save time
and effort, some ~elders may attach the welding ground  work! lead to
a steel bulkhead or piling. With this system, they have only ta string
oae heavy cable nato the vessel, since the seawater forms the other cu. rent-
carrying leg. TIQ.s system will function adequately sad the vessel's huLL
will be uadamaged except for paint Loss, if the weLder is using a D.G.
machine and welding with straight polarity. Howevex', the bulkhead or
piling wiU. be rapidly consumed in the process. Damaging problems can
arise using this poor practice if  a! the welding I,eads get reversed
 welding with xeversed polarity!, which will cause the huLl to corroded
away; or  b! another vessel gets between the ship being welded and the
weLding machine's ground Leg. Welding currents traveling through the
water will enter and exit from the vessel's hull as a zesult of its
lower resistivity. The tremendously high currents used in welding wil'
make shoxt work oi mild steel plate if they are applied improperly.

Should cozzosioa problems arise aad stray currents are suspected, there are
several simple tests that can be achieved dockside. Hull potentiaL measure-
ments at several Locations should be made using a portable reference
electrode. This technique will be explained in detail in the section oa
cathodic protection. The potentials measux'ed should aot differ by amze
than about 10 mi"1'volts, 0.010 volt �!. Significant variaaces in hull
potential readings would indicate potentiaLLy damaging electric fields
in the water. Shore power polaxity should be inveatigated �! �!. This
can be determined either by measurement with a multimeter or by using
a polarity indicator �! ~ This precaution will prevent accidentaL reversaL
of the shore power, which under some circumstances could cause the hot
conductor to 'oe carried to boat gzouad. Only high resistance polar'ty
indicators should be used; the American Boat aad Yacht Council  ABYC!
.equires -hat these devices have aa impedance af at least L00,300 ahm
�!. Otherwise, they can draw appzeciabIe current and give rise to stray
cur ent car os ion �! .
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IV. CORROSION PREVENTION

A- Cathodic Protection

In the section on ga3.vanic corrosion in Chaptez III, there was a description of
how mui.tf.metal systems caa be galvanically protecte4 by bonding them electri-
cally to a less noble metal. The less noble, anodiC, metal is corroded away
intentionally in order to supply electrons to the protected metals. This
~rotection process is termed "cathodic protection" And the anodes are cal3,ed
'sacrificial anodes," since their function is to self-destruct during the

liberation of electrons.

Sacrificial anodes used ia marMe service have been primarily constructed
from a pure zinc, since it is anodic to nearly all Wtals used in marine
applicatioas. Magnesium, as iadicated by the seawater Galvanic Series,
is less noble  more anodic! than zinc. Ho~ever, the availabi3.ity of magne-
sium aaodes, their fairly rapid consump tion, re3.ative expense, and need
of frequent maintenance generally makes them less desirable than zinc.
Certain aluminum alloys are becoming more and more accepted as sacrificial
anodes, especial3.y ss zinc aaodes continue to rise $a cost. Aluminum
anodes have approximately the same galvanic potentiQ as zinc anodes.
An anode al3.oy of zinc and a3.umiaum, trade name, Gavalum, is used on
many steel offshore structures.

'with this knowledge, it becomes obv ous how sacrificial anodes can be em-
ployed to prevent a boat's underwater hardware from, corroding. This corrosion
control is acre efficient if the vessel has been thoroughly bonded. A bond-
ing system ties a3.1 significant metal componeats together electrically with
a heavy, low-resistaace conductor  copper bar, /f8 i0sulated wire, etc. The
bondiag system is not intended as a ground system, but should be tied into
the ground system.

The absence of a bonding system makes corrosion protection virtua3.1y
impossible for intake and discharge fittings, trans4ucers, exhaust ports,
etc. However, a vondiag system allonge sacrificial aaodes to be employed
far the protection of all underwater hardware. In most cases, the bonding
system should be "onnected to an appropriate aaodes located a little aft
ot amidships and =lose to the keel. Larger or deepekee3. vessels may require
an anode on both sides of the keel for adequate protection. The anode should
have a piece of rubberized or other iasulative gasket material insulat" ng
it from the outer hull surface to prevent a localized reactioa with the
bottom paint. This location of anodes keeps them central to the bonding
wire network and aptimizes the protection afforded by the anodes to al'
underwater hardware.

M important rule oC thumb to be kept in mind when fastalling any cathodic
protection system is that aaodic protection will teSd to Callow a line-of-
sight path." In ether words, if the anode can't seg the object to be pro-
tected, then protection will be tninimal or nonexistent. Also, the protac-
=ive po~er af the aaode diminishes as separation diytaace between. it and
the protected object increases. 3onded objects beyond a radius of 10 to
12 feet from the mode will eceive minimal protection.
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Ia addition to the boading system's protective anodes, it is advisable to
install individual anodes on items such as propellent shafts, rudders, aad
radio ground plate,. These supplemeatal anodes compensate foz accelerated
anode deterioration zesultiag from high water velocities encountered around
propellers, shafts,, and ruddezs.

Cadmium � 0.025-0.15K
Aluminum-~0.100-0.50K

Zinc remai5der

I,ead  max. ! 0.006K
Iron  max.! 0.005X
Copper  max.! � 0.005K
Silicon  max. !.� 0. 125K

If a zinc anode coatains more than 0.005K iron, it Wll be rendered ineffec-
tive. Recycled zinc will almost always contain unacceptable levels of iron,
due to the melting and recasting process. Therefor/, if recycled anodes
are to be used, proof of composition should be obtaILaed prior to insta13.a-
tioa. The scale formed by high iron content can actually be cathodic to
steel and thereby accelerate cozzosion of adjacent steel suzfaces �!.

Zinc anodes are available ia various shapes aad siz~. The most. efficieat
manner of anode attachment is by use of cast-in brackets which, on steel
hull use, are welded on the hull, insuziag positivei electricaL contact. Zf
a nut/bolt arrangement is used foz securing the boning system to the hule.
anodes, corrosion products  scale! can build up be~en the anode aad bolts
in a short period of time. This scale caa inczeasei circuit resistance to
the point of isolating the bonding system Crea the anode, rendering it use-
less. Since ziacs with cast-in bolts are aot, availNle, oae method of
securing bolts is to dziL1 a hole ia each ead of th4 steel cast-in place
strays aad braze or silver solder a bronze or galvanized bolt ia place.

Detezadnatioa of the exact amount of protective anode is mare black. magic
than art. There are predicted ru3.es employing surface area ratios-i.e.,
surface area of protected material versus anode suziface area � but aest
initial systems are based on an educated guess. VaIriables such *s contour
of hu3.1, paint system applied, combination of metal types to be protected,
seawater conditions at mooring, aad amount of time underway all have a
significant role ia determining the proper amount of anodes.

It should be noted that for a zinc or aluminum anode to function correctly,
it must be corroding  Figure 23!. Therefoze, if after a season's use the
appearance of the aaodes shows little or no deter+ration, then they have
not been working  Figure 24!. There are three primary causes foz anodes
not fuactioniag properly: �! poor electrical cont~t, such as shaft or
rudder aaodes put on over paint; �! anodes painte4 after installation;
aad �! too maay impurities ia the anode which cause extensive surface build-
up on the anode aad eventually insulate the anode surface from seawater.
The appearance of impure siacs Eenezally show up asIhard, tenacious, dark
gray or black surface films. Good zinc anodes require a minimum of 99.20K
puze zinc content, as indicated by the followiag ~itazy specifications,
MII, h, 18001 �!:
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Figure 23 Properly corroded zinc anodes.
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?n applying any cathodic protection system, care !nuSt be taken not to over-

~rotect  use too many anodes! . tha concept ot "Zt a little zinc is good,
~ten a iot oy zinc will be much better" is totally incorrect. g first
attempt system should be estimated, based on past experience  successful!!
or the ratings listed in Figure 25 �!.

Figure 2> Summa estimates of zinc wei ht far vessel class

Hull

'Aaod or
' >erglass 1,5 lb 16 la 3,6 lb 35 11 68 93 lb

81 1b 53 lb l28 lb 185 15 290 lb 458. 1t

64 1> 100 15 l62 lb 281 jt

Steel

AluEIX AUlll 38 1>23 18

-'iei~5t o: zinc ~ ~ pounds using 11 lb recta~gular anodes ~

A more exact mechod of determining che quancity of anodes requires che use
of a reference electrode  usually, a silver-silver phloride or copper-copper
sulfate!. Vsing =his method, the hull potential  potential oi the bonding
system for fiberglass or wooden boats! is measured delative co che reference
electrode. This potential is chen adjusted by adding zincs unci' a hull
potential of the correct voltage is obtained  see Figures 25,27!. The
hull potential should be checked several times each season to insure chat
the proper potential is maintained. Many expensive vessels car~ their own
reference electrode for frequent monitoring. Zdea1 hull potentialss to be
maintained for erfective corrosion concrol, vary acgording to hull materials.
A steel hull should be maintained between SOO and 94G mV, an aluminum hull
between 940 and 960 mV, and fiberglass or wood with a predominance of
bronze hardware between S75 and 650 mV. These potentials are a'l relative
to a silver-silver chloride reference cell.

Tn order co get accurate potential readings during hull potential adjuscmen.ts,
the anodes being added should be placed as close co their prospeccive fixed
Locations as possible. Also, the hull potential adjustment should be made
after all individual anodes have been installed  co3lar, rudder, ground
plates ecc.!. The vessel should be allowed to sit qvernight in che wat r to
allow che cathodic surfaces to stabilize before making potential adjustments.
The reference electrode should be moved co several different locacions
around che hull co ensure that the hull potential iS fair'y uniform. Further-
more, anode surfaces which «ill not be exposed co seawater in their inscalIed
stace should be taped so chat these. surface areas will not affect huli pocen-
cial measur ements.

22' 30' 32' 40' 48' 58' 78'
Cru'ser C iser S ilbaat C ui er Crui. er Crui er Dr
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Figure 26 Schematic of hull potential measurement

3onding System

High resiltazce
Volt Meter'

Reference electrode
placed in sea water'V

r.inc in
water

c onnec ted
to bonding
sys em by
heavy ca%.e
�ow resistance!

Boat in normally loaded conti tion in sea water.

It should be noeed chat ie is the surface area of the. anodes that shift the
hull potential and not the anode weight. The weight tLs only indicative of
the anode's lasting power. Therefore, if hull potential is adjusted vith
all sides of an anode exposed and then the anode has one side covered by ehe
hull when it is inst~lied, the hull potential will shift.

Hull potential vill very considerably wheeher the boat is underway or dock-
side. The fast vaeer velocities encountered vhile underway swif:ly carry
reaction products away from cathodic surfaces. This process allows the
cathodic reaction to accelerate, creating a greater demand for current that
adjust be supplied by the anode. Hence, if the hull pot:ential is adjusted for
dockside mooring, the vessel may very veil be underprotected while underway.
Conversely, if the hull potential is adjusted for underway condi iona, ehe
vesseL may be overprotected at the dock. For vessels that remain at dock-
side most of ehe season, the smaLL amount of time running underprotected should
create no significane corrosion, and hull potential skuld be adjusted for
dockside. Commercial vessels present a dif ferene pro[lcm, which can best be
solved vieh instaLLation of an electronically controLIied instrument which
regulates currant flow between ehe anodes and the bonding system. These
syseems employ a reference electrode permanently mounted underwater on the hull
as velL as a control box which automatically adjusts hull potential eo com-
pensate for varying conditions. Basically, ehe system is set up with enough
anodes to provide adequate current protection while the vessel is underway
 vhich normally vould overprotect the vessel ae dockside!. However, the
electrical Lead from the anodes is not connected direCtly eo the bonding
system bue eo a control device which regulaees ehe current. flow between the
anodes and bonding system. The control device continually compares the huLL
potential  determined by its permanently mounted reference elect=ode! vith the
desired pre-set potentiaL and regulaees current flow eo maintain a baLance
between them. These units extend ehe useful life of the anodes by insuring
minimum, yet adequate, current flow to the protected components. Such devices
are manufactured by 3artell Corporation, -.'newport Beach, California, and
KlectroMuard Corrosion Control Systems, San Diego, California. '.Cote that
chese are not impressed currene devices  devices employing D.C. =urrent from an
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external source such as batteries or a generator! but are current-regulating
devices. Impressed current devices will be discussed in Section C.

B. Over rocection Problems

Just as severe corrosion probl.ms arise from Large cathode-smaLL anode situa-
tions, overprotection problems can arise from large a0ode-smaLL cathode situa-
tions. Overprotection generally results from galvanic protection systems
or impressed current sysCems ChaC are not properly adjusted. Impressed current
protective systems will be discussed in Section C. In many cases, overprotection
can be more damaging Chan insufficient protection, especially on wooden or
aluminum vessels.

Overprotection results when the cathodic areas receivg an excess af electrons,
fOrCing inCreaSed reduCtiOn reaCtiOnS on the cathode SurfaCe. In Seawater
these reactions cause an excess generation of hydroxy3 iona  OH , '. If the
cathodic surface is exposed to open seawater, chen chg reaction product af
hydroxyl iona does noc buildup and introduce problems,' However, in an over
protected situation «he current flow is generally large enough to farce reduc-
tion reactions on all surfaces of the cathodic object which have sufficient
electrolytes surrounding chem. Damp wood is a suitabfe electrolyte and cherefore
major damage is incurred by overprotection on wooden boats.

Figuz'e 28 depicts a heavy bronze exhaust porc secured:through the ransom of a
boat. The dockside water level is approximately one-!bird of the fitting
height, In good fashion, the fitting has been secured to the bonding system,
which is connected Co the anodes. Vhen too much anodic surface area is used

hase

 too many zincs!, the hull potential is raised to its
rates begin to flow through the bonding system. At t
currenCs cause reduction reactions on the outer surfa

which cause no problem because their products are dis
However, the reduction reactions Caking place at the
wood that is soaked with salt water cause a buildup o
which permeate the wood. These hydroxyl ions accueil
deSCroying their Strength. The appearance of thiS aL.
wood is very similar co that of dry roc  Figure 29!.

maximum and high current
e exhaust fitting these
es exposed to seawater,
ipated in the water.
itting's interface with

hydroxyl iona  OH !,
attack the wood fibers,
line attack on the
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Generally, wood deterioration due ta overprotection leaves a whice deposit
around ehe fittings aa the inside of the hull. This substance is generally
composed of several comyounds that have precipitated aut of the water-soaked
wood as a result of the overprotection reactions. Compouads such as
calcium hydroxide  Ca OH!>!, calcium carboaate  CaCO>!, magnesium hydroxide
 Mg OH! !, aad, in severe cases, sodium hydroxide  NaOH! are present ia the
white deposit. The deposit WLL have a bitter taste compared to the salty
taste of sodium chloride  NaCL!. These deposits can also appear on metal
surfaces thee are overprotected such as offshore steel structures. The
coatings that result oa the protected steel actually act as a corrosion
barrier. These deposits caa be neueralized by amyle washing with distilled
white viaegar.

Tt is also possibLe to generaee atomic hydrogen  H! qt cathodic surfaces as
a result of overprotection Atomic hydrogen caa sevejrely damage certain
steels by a mechanism called hydragea embrittlement. ~ Although miLd steels
are not suscepeible ta embrietlement problems, many ggh streagth steel alloys
aad staiaLess steals are.

Mld steeLs, in areas of atomic hydrogen geaeration,,can be severely damaged,
by hydrogen blisteriag. Xa addition to the possibil
ment aad blistering araund overprotected cathodic ar
chance that caustic embrittlement may damage mild st
mare truly is a type of seress-corrosion cracking, a

ties of hydrogen embrittle-
Chere exises the

el. Caustic embrittLemeat
celerated by a caustic

 high OH ! environment   2 !.

Hydrogen embrittlement, hydrogen blistering, and ca
types of corrosion damage that ara very rarely seen
are only mentioned as an attempt to inform the read

tic embrittlement are

Local boatyards. They
of their existence aad

ta allow avenues for further study.

Also ehe generation af Large concentrations of hydro+L ious by averprotected
surfaces caa create other problems. Oil-base paints Iaa wood, fiberg1.ass,
aad metal vessels can be broken down chemically and ejroded away. ALumiaum
becomes extremely susceptible ta corrosioa when exposIed to high concentrations
of hydroxyl ions. Overprotected aluminum hulls will Idispjay varying degrees of
corrosion dependiag upon the amount  potential! of ovjerprotection. Therefore,
quality cathodic praeectian monitoring is cirtical fair prayer maintenance of
aluminum vessels.

Overprotection can also generate free hydrogen  g>!, pdtich can build up between
the protected surface and the paint fiIn, causing it:to blister. This is most
evident ou .steel hulls, and can be identified by bli tars with clean un,cor-
roded metal beneath. If the blistering is caused by ~excess hull anodes. no
significant corrosion problems should be eacauntered. iuatQ. the aaodes are
nearly exhausted. At this paint, many paint blistersI may have been sloughed
off, leaving the exposed metal ta fend for itse3f. ~s metal may corrode at
a slow rate due to uniform corrosion or may itself bggin ta act as a sacrificial
aaode if the hull is connected to a nobler metal suclj as bronze.
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C. Im ressed Current Protection

These devices catholically protect metal surfaces by forcing D.C. electrons ta
flow from the protected cathodic surface ta special anodes  Figure 30!   5 ! .
The polarity af the system farces the protected cathodic surface ta polarize
to the point where Localized, galvanic activity on the surface is eliminated and
corrosion does not occur. The anodes of impressed current systems are composed
of inert material, such as platinized titanium, and do not enter into the
electrochemical reactions; i..e., they don't corrode away.

ny Large vessels, oil drilL rigs, production platforms, affshore tezminals,
etc., have same type of impressed current system for corrosion control. These
systass constantly monitor hull potential and maintain the correct electron
output fram cathodic surfaces. Anodes generallv need no replacement, except
when they are physicaLly damaged, but may require cleaning if precipitated
reaction compounds build up around them. Factors determining electron flaw
are  l! dimensions of submerged area requiring pratecpion; �! speed of the
vessel oz wacer current around stationary unit; �! the condition af the sur-
face coating covering the protected area since a good', coating requires minimal
electron flow; and �! conductivity of water  fresh, brackish, or salt!.

An impressed curzent system is generally composed af four major components   ~ !'.

A controlling device which automatically varies D.C. electron law t
the cathodic surface. It daes this by comparing the hul' 's potential to a
pre-set value.

2. A permanently mounted reference electrode which continually monitors the
hull potential for comparison by the controlling device.

3. An anode ar series af anodes permanently mounted in the huLL and electrically
insulated fzam it. Anode faces are usually recessed in the hull to prevent
damage fram debris in the water, or fram entanglement with Lines. Electrons
from the protected surface flow through the water and enter the impressed
curzent circuit through the anode.

A monitoring device which allows system parameters, such as hull potential
and electron flow, to be easily observed an meters of digital readout.

These systems are aot inexpensive and require a knowledge oi their workings ta
make them reliable and efficient. On smalLer vessels, used only intermittentLy,
the current draw can drain battery banks aver a period af several ~eeks. A
small system can be. purchased fzam Mercury Marine or ONC to protect in/aut drives
oz outboards.

It should be remembered that if an impressed current system is installed
incazrectly, the vesseL's hulL and/ar hardware can. be forced ta act as an anode.
This wi11 cause rapid corrosion af the hull and/ar ham'dware, resulting in very
ca st Ly damage.

In this section the. term "electzan flow" appears throughout the discussion..his
wording is employed ta maintain continuity &thin the text because the term
~s adapted in Chapter I. Ta repeat fram Section 3 af Chapter I; current flaw
is always apposite ta electron flow.
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